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Panel 1: 
The top of an invitation, which reads as follows, in beautiful calligraphy:

You are hereby invited to
Wayne Foundation’s

CHARITY EVENING
At the Vauxhall Opera Shell & Indoor Concert Center

Panel 2: 
A large panel of the lobby of the Vauxhall Opera Shell & Indoor Concert Center. It’s 
ornate, classic style, late 19th century.  It’s full of the cream of Gotham’s society; the 
men are all wearing tuxes, the women – evening gowns. The following people are in 
the huge crowd: Hamilton Hill, Alan Scott, Francine Langstrom, Commissioner 
Gordon and his son, Jim Gordon, Jr. 
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Panel 1: 
The lobby. Bruce Wayne is now in the shot, in the best tux money can buy. He has 
just arrived, and is scanning the room. 

VOICEOVER
Time to play the gracious host. I wish I didn’t have to do this, but the foundation

needs the charity money.

Panel 2: 
Bruce Wayne is shaking hands with Hamilton Hill, ex-mayor of Gotham – a small 
man, with an old-fashioned thin moustache. Hamilton is smiling ear-to-ear. 

VOICEOVER
Hamilton Hill, our ex-mayor, is susceptible to bribes.

BRUCE
Mr. Hill, what a pleasure to see you! What have you been doing with yourself? You

look great!

VOICEOVER
…and flattery.

Panel 3: 
Bruce grabs a glass of champagne off a tray, but does NOT drink – in this panel, or 
any other. It’s just for show. 

Panel 4: 
Bruce is waving at Alan Scott, the original Green Lantern. Alan is in the company of 
a young, attractive man. 

BRUCE
Alan! How’s the broadcasting business doing?

ALAN
I can’t complain, Bruce!

VOICEOVER
Alan recently came out as a gay man – but that is not the biggest of his secrets, as he

spends his nights as the crime fighter Green Lantern.
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Panel 1: 
Bruce is gallantly kissing Francine Langstrom’s hand. 

VOICEOVER
Francine is a good woman. Her husband is a scientist, and has something of a

tendency to turn into a giant bat monster. She’s sticks with him, though, and helps
Batman and the authorities when she can.

BRUCE
Always a pleasure, Mrs. Langstrom.

Panel 2: 
Bruce is watching two people in the background, who are both talking to different 
people, not noticing each other. The man is young, trim. The woman is slightly older, 
but still very attractive. There is an ever-so-slight smudge on the man’s collar. 

VOICEOVER
Young George Prince and Mrs. Botfield pretend not to notice each other, but it doesn't

take the world's greatest detective to notice her lipstick on his collar.

Panel 3: 
Bruce is walking up to Commissioner Gordon, surprised to see him. Gordon isn’t 
overjoyed to be there. Little Jim Gordon, Jr. is fidgeting near his father, 
uncomfortable in his evening clothes. 

VOICEOVER
The fact that Gordon's cheap tux stands out so much in this crowd marks him as one

of the few honest men in Gotham. 

BRUCE
Commissioner, I didn’t know you’re an opera fan.

GORDON
To be honest, Mr. Wayne, I’m not, but my ex thinks Jim, Jr. here needs to experience

some culture.

Panel 4: 
Bruce is walking away again, looking seriously at the camera. 

VOICEOVER
Looking at Jimmy is a reminder of the sacrifice Gordon makes every time he sticks

his neck out for me. I need to be more careful, for them both.
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Panel 1: 
The Opera is now playing. It is Mozart’s Don Giovanni. Leoporello is singing (“Notte
e giorno faticar”). Bruce Wayne is sitting in a box, surrounded by other people. The 
hall is massive. 

Panel 2: 
Bruce notices a large man in a somewhat ill-fitting tuxedo leaving their box on one 
side of the hall. 

Panel 3: 
Another pair of large men leaving, on the opposite end. 

VOICEOVER
The opera isn’t that bad…

BRUCE
If you’ll excuse me a moment.

Panel 4: 
Fake smile on his face, Bruce is standing and leaving his box, apologizing quietly to 
the others in his vicinity. 

BRUCE
All the champagne is going right through me.
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Panel 1: 
Bruce is in the hallway, looking around. One of the large, muscled men that he saw 
leaving the hall is walking towards him. 

Panel 2: 
Bruce is walks in the opposite direction from the man, who turns around and follows 
him. 

VOICEOVER
I have to lose him and find a place to change.

Panel 3: 
Bruce is walking into a bathroom.

Panel 4: 
The large man rips a metal bracket off a wall. 

Panel 5: 
The man uses the decoration to jam the bathroom door, to prevent Bruce from 
leaving. 

Panel 6: 
The man walks away, content. 

Panel 7: 
He's suddenly hit in the back of the head by a batarang. His face is in shock, he’s mid 
drop to the floor. 

VOICEOVER
I take him out quietly – no need to alert anyone of the presence of…
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Panel 1: Batman is walking towards the man, knocked out on the floor. 

VOICEOVER
…BATMAN

Panel 2: Batman's head is up, snapped at attention.

Panel 3: The Caped Crusader is flush against a wall, concealed almost completely in 
the shadows while two more men leaving the hall through a double doorway walk by 
not noticing him. 

VOICEOVER
I can see from the wrinkles in their jackets that they’re carrying firearms.

Panel 3: Batman is sprinting, full speed, towards the men, who are perfectly oblivious 
of his presence. 

Pane 4: Batman kicks the back of the knee of one of the men, making him drop to the 
floor – he is mid-fall. He simultaneously punches the other man in the face, knocking 
him out. 

Panel 5: Batman elbows the other tough, who is on his way up from the floor again, in
the face, knocking him out as well. 
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Panel 1: Batman can hear the very faint sounds of cries from the other end of the 
hallway. He reacts, turning in that direction. 

VOICEOVER
I can barely hear the cries for help from the other end of the hall over the singing.

HAMILTON HILL (off-panel, faint)
Help! Someone!

Panel 2: Batman sprints in that direction.

Panel 3: Batman almost runs into a man dragging Hamilton Hill, with a gun to his 
head. 

Panel 4: A nearby door is open, and little Jim, Jr. is looking in awe at the goings-on in
the hallway. Behind him, Commissioner Gordon is jumping towards him to pull him 
away from the danger. 

GORDON
JIM!!!

Panel 5: Batman is frozen for a moment, the kidnapper is now pointing his weapon at 
Batman. In between the two is Jim, halfway out the door. Gordon’s arms are sticking 
out the door somewhat, about to grab him. 

VOICEOVER
The singing stops. So do I, just for a split second, for the thought of the boy getting

hurt.

Panel 6: Gordon grabs the boy, and pulls him back, only his legs are seen through the 
door as he’s being removed from the area of danger. 

VOICEOVER
Then, the Commissioner removes the only obstacle between me and the coward scum.
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Panel 1: Batman throws a batarang at the gun-holding arm of the captor.

Panel 2: The thug is yelling out in pain and dropping his gun, while Batman is leaping
at him, mid-air before the gun can even hit the ground. 

Panel 3: The captor is flat on his back, Batman is on top of him. Hamilton is next to 
them on the ground, face full of fear. 

VOICEOVER
Every inch of my being screams to hurt the bastard… But the boy is right there,

providing a physical manifestation of my conscience.

Panel 4: Gordon is picking up the dropped gun from the ground. 

GORDON
I've got him. 

VOICEOVER
I'd stay, but I know Gordon has this handled now, and I can hear the police coming up

the stairs. 

Panel 5: Batman is turned around and walking away. 

VOICEOVER
I don't mistrust the police, but I've learned it's best not to spook people with guns

needlessly. 

Panel 6: Jim Jr. is holding the batarang Batman threw moments ago, yelling for him. 
Batman is speaking to the boy over his shoulder as security and police stream in 
through a nearby staircase. 

JIM JR.
You lost this!

BATMAN
Keep it.
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Panel 1: Bruce Wayne, once again in his tux, is speaking to Commissioner Gordon in 
the lobby. The crowd around them looks dejected at the performance being cut short. 
Jim Jr., on the other hand, is now all smiles. 

BRUCE
I’m sorry for the interruption this evening, Commissioner!

GORDON
Trust me, I know it could not be helped. It appears that as Mayor, Mr. Hill had made

some promises he apparently could not keep.

Panel 2: Bruce is crouching down to speak to little Jim now. 

BRUCE
How about you, little man? How did you enjoy the opera?

Panel 3: Close up on Jim, all smiles, arms outstretched, batarang tightly clenched in 
one hand. 

JIM
Are you kidding? It was AWESOME!!!
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